
PRECISE-SMELL - Printed Electronic Sensors 
für Smarte Müllentsorgungs Logistik Lösung

All WPs – DPU and AIT are leading the consortium 

A air quality sensor system is developed by the use of an array (6 channels) of chemiresistive polymer-sensors. Interdigitated electrodes monolithically integrated onto the µchip, are modified using

eco-friendly and solution processable conductive polymers. Real-time implementation of machine learning and artificial intelligence analytics of multi-variant sensor inputs complemented with edge

computing solutions using Infineon’s microchip and controller infrastructure is finally merged with IoT-protocols for unprecedented end-user experience and customer value.

i) Optimization of polymer solutions for applicability in an ink-jet printing process and adaptation of the process to match the preconditions for sensitive sensors and eco-friendly formulations.

ii) Implementation and testing of the printed polymer sensors on the HyPELignum furniture samples with a long-term study as technology demonstration under real-life conditions.
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Project description

The ambition of the HYPELIGNUM project is to propose and demonstrate a lifecycle approach for the manufacturing of electronics with net zero carbon emissions from sourcing of raw

materials until the end-of life of devices. The polymer-based IoT sensors implemented by DPU will monitor air-quality in real time at spot and propose action to the users (e.g. CO values, toxic

compound presence, ventilation needed) or integrate into smart buildings and thereby decrease risks of exposure to harmful conditions and increase health of the user.

Task I: Synthesis of novel materials for functionalization of graphene: cyclodextrine

compounds with pyrene (left), modification of polymer side chains (middle) and novel

synthetic polymer (right) based on the binding groups of natural binding

proteins in a biomimetic manner. The synthesis is performed at the
chemistry department of the Technical university of Vienna.

The DPU based the research in the PRECISE-SMELL project on the research formerly performed at the Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT) at the Biosensor Technology group around Ass.-

Prof. Dr. Ciril Reiner-Rozman. To transition the research activities of the team including Ass.-Prof. Dr. Johannes Bintinger, MsC Vivien Madi, Dr. Patrik Aspermair, MsC Bernhard Pichler and MsC

Thomas Hegedüs the first half of the three year project is conducted at the AIT, while the second half of the project is conducted at the LIST Center (DPU).

Task II: Application of artificial intelligence (Artificial Neural Networks) for training of

smell sensor data under laboratory conditions and validation of the models in

field applications (left). The environmental condition like Temperature

and Humidity influence on the sensor signals is compensated by
application of regression models.

Task IV: The resulting sensors are adapted and tested for the application in the sector of waste management (left). The main aim is the optimization of waste disposal logistics and more
effective recycling by identification of misthrows and smelly or “off” waste containers (middle). This can save a high percentage of routine trips of waste disposal infrastructure (right).
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Task V: Connection of the developed smell sensor units in smart

City environments for validation of the applicability. The sensors will

Be connected to Internet of Things platforms and provide real-time feed-

Back for users. The application of the sensors is manifold and also allows

The use in medical branches for diagnostics, prevention and more. The steps

Towards the implementation in IoT sectors will be performed with SLOC GmbH,

Task III: A meniscus-guided printing technique (top left) will

be applied for the controlled deposition of graphene and

polymer composite films on printed circuit boards forming

the sensor units (top right). The meniscus-guided printing technique

(bottom) allows modification of thin film properties like orientation and
allows adjustment of the resulting resistance and sensitivity. Patent @ AIT.


